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BOOK ANNOUNCEMENTS 
NJ+,. BEGS, Interaction Models. G.C. Shephard, ed., London Mathematical Society kcture Nolte 
fkries 30 (Cambridge Uniwrsity Press, I-iandon, 1977) 101 pp. 
1. Preview: Apologia; States on a graph; Interaction models; Physical background; Transition 
points, Notes and references. 2. Methods: Resonant models; The transfer matrix; Applications of 
the trace formula; Correlation functions. Notes and references. 3, Duality: Plows on a graph; Dual 
models; The algebraic duality theorem; Planarity and duality; Transition points for planar graphs. 
Notes and references. 4. Expansions: Graph types; The subgraph counting problem; The cluster 
expansion; Subgraph expansions revisited; Vertex-transitive graphs. Notes and references. 
5. Prospects: Symmetry and dimensionality; The eigenvalue method in two dimensions; Existence of 
long-range order. Notes and references. Appendix A: Distributive identities. Appendix B: The 
Perron-Frobenius theorem. Index. 
P.T. JOHNSTONE, Topos Theory. P.M. Cohn and G.E.H. Reuter, eds., London Mathematical 
Society Monographs No. 10. (Academic Press, London-New York-San Francisco, 1977) xiii+ 
367 pp. 
Preface. Introduction. Notes for the Reader. 0. ~?reliminaries: Category Theory; Sheaf Theory; 
Grothendieck Topologies; Giraud’s Theorem. Exercises 0. 1. Elementary Toposes: Definition and 
Examples; Equivalence Relations and Partial Maps; The Category 80p; Pullback Functors; Image 
Factorizations. Exercises 1. 2. Internal Category Theory : Internal Categories and Diagrams; Internal 
Limits and Colirhgerghergermits; Diagrams in a Topos; Internal Profunctors; Filtered Categories. Exercises 2. 
3. Topologies and Sheaoes: Topologies; Sheaves; The Associated Sheaf Functor; shi(8) as a 
Category of Fractions; Examples of Topologies. Exercises 3. 4. Geometrjc Morphisms: The Factori- 
zation Theorem; The Glueing Construction; Diaconescu’s Theorem; Bounded Morphisms. Exer- 
cises 4. 5. Logical Aspects of Topos Theory : Boolean Toposes; The Axiom of Choice; The .Axiom 
(SG); The Mitchell-Benabou Language. Exercises 5. 6. Natural Number Objects: Definition and 
Basic Properties; Finite Cardinals; The Object Classifier; Algebraic Theories; Geometric Theories; 
Real Number Objects. Exercises 6. 7. ‘Z%eorems of Deligne and Barr: Points; Spatial Toposes; 
Coherent Toposes; Deligne’s Theorem; Barr’s Theorem. Exercises 7. 8. Cohomology : Basic Defini- 
tions; Cech Cohomology; Torsors; Profinite Fundamental Groups. Exercises 8. 9. Topos Theory and 
Set Theory: Kuratowski-Finiteness; Transitive Objects; The Equiconsistency Theorem; The Filter- 
power Construction; Independence of ihe Continuum Hypothesis. Exercises 9. Appendix: Locally 
Internal Categories. Bibliography. Index of Definitions. Index of Notation. Index of Names. 
A. KAUFMANN and E. PICHAT, 1. Algorithmes de Recherche des Elements Maximaux. Mdthodes 
Math&mtiques Non-Num$riques et Leurs Algorithmes (Masson, Paris-New York-Barcelone- 
Milan, 1977). 
Preface (by J . Kuntzmann). List of Principal Symbols. Foreword. Chapter I. Peculiar Aspect of 
Non-Numericcd Problems in Mathematics. Introduction. Algebraic Structures and Configurations. 
Graphs, Relations and Generalization. Main Algebraic Structures. Ordered Configurations. Lattices. 
Boolean Algebra. Extension to n-ary Algebras. Extension to Fuzzy Concepts of Zadeh. Mapping 
and Morphisms. Categories. Chapter II. Representation of a Subset of n-rectangles. Introduction. 
Maximal Monomials of a Boolean Function. Maximal Rectangles included in a Binary Relation. 
Subset of n-Rectangles-Maxima1 n-Rectangles-Compatible n-Rectangles. Representation of a 
Subset of n-Rectangles with Star-irreductibles n-Rectangles. First Algorithms to represent a Subset 
of n-Rectangles with Maxima1 n-Rectangles. Chapter III. File Algorithms to Sear& Maximal 
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V.V. KN-BIN, Stocba6tic Pro$rammingt CL Eberlsin and W, LAnfsllnsr, eds,, Theory and D@&ion 
Library, Volums 14 (D. Wdsl Publ. CO, Rncdrg~ht~Nalland/B~~t~~ U.ZD.A, W7) xii+ 195 pn 
Preface. 1 Risk gergreWIT Uncertainty in Problems of Plcznnina crnd Mancrg~~snt: 1. Un~taint~ and 
Pwhirtility in the Problems of Planning and Mana~emsnt for Complisat@d Systsms. 2. Vsriws 
Probabilistic Approaches Used for the Dsscription of Complicated Systems. 3. Basic Zndicatisn for 
the Classification f Stochastic Programming Problems. II. Chance-Cunstraine~ Stochastic Program 
ming Problems: 4. Model and Qualitative Analysis of Chance-Constrained Stochastic Programming 
Problems. 5. Charnes and Cooper Deterministic Equivalents. 6. Determilristic Equivalents to 
Chance-Constrained Stochastic Programming Problems. 7. Applications of Chance-Constrained 
Stochastic Programming Problems: Examples. ZZZ. Two-Stage SIxhastic Programming Problems: 
8. Model of a Two-Stage Stochastic Programming Problem. 9. Two-Stage Stochastic Programming 
Problem Analysis. 10. Some Partial Models of Two-Stage Stochastic Programming Problems. 
11. The Non-Linear Two-Stage Stochastic Programming Problem. 12. Methods for the Solution of 
Two-Stage Stochastic Programming Problems: Examples. 13. Applications of Two-Stage Stochastic 
Programming Problems: Examples. IV . Multi-Stage Stochastic Pmgramming Zkblems: 14. Models 
of Multi-Stage Stochastic Programming Problems. 15. Qualitative Analysis of Multi-Stage Stochas- 
tic Probit ms with Posterior Decisive Rules. 16. Prior Decision Rules in Multi-Stage Stochastic 
Programming Problems. 17. Duality in Multi-Stage Stochastic Programming. 18. Applications of 
Multi-Stage Stochastic Programming Problems: Examples. V. The Game Approach to Stochastic 
Programming Problems: 19. The Game Model of Stochastic Programming Problems. 20. Partial 
Cases of the Game G(E,+, F, g). VI . Problems of the Existence of a Jolution and its Optima&y in 
Stochastic Programming Problems : 2 1. Dual Linear Stochastic Programming Problems. 
22. Optimality and Existence of the Solution in Stochastic Programming Problems. 
23. Investigations into One Stochastic Programming Problem. 24. The Definition of the Set of 
Feasible Plans in the Hanson Problem. VII. Problems of the Stddlty of Solutions in Stochastic 
Programming Problems: 25. Stability of the Solutions in Stochastic Pr<r,ramming Problems. 26. The 
~-Stability of the Solution at the Mean. 27. Stability of the Solutions in Non-Linear Stochastic 
Programming Problems. 28. The Stability of Planning and Functioning at the i-th Constraint. 
29. The Investigation of Absolute Planning Stability. Conclusion, Bibliography, 
A s. 1.1,,-1, ed., The Index of The American Mathematical Monthly, Volumes 1 through 80 
( 1894-1973) (The Mathematical Association of America, 1477) vi + 269 pp. 
Preface. Contents of Volumes l-80. Note on the Author Indru. Author Index. Note on the Subject 
Index. Subject Index. 
J . RO’iENMfjLLER, Extreme Games and their Solutions, M. Beckmann and H.P. Kunzi, edsI, 
Mathematical Economics, Volume 145. Lecture Notes in Econsmi~ and Mathematical Svtems 
(Springer-Verlprg, ~~rlin-Heidclbge~~Ngw York, 1977) iii =+= 126 pp. 
0. Preliminaries : l, Introductory remarks, 2, Notations and definitions, I, C’onlacx Ocrmes: 
1. Representation, 2, Extreme points of $?!‘. 3. Extreme game8 and the core, tt Supcrudditiue 
GUrnP, 1 1, Representation. 2, Extreme points of $I, 3, tilutisns of extreme zero-sum gtrmes, 
ftt. E enpIes: 1, Production Games. 2, Sellin goods in minimal quantities, 
Ahh'P, D:fi: MeUBTB,lt, J%@FM Matbmetie iR @m@%&!F $eieRa (P~eRti@=#dl, 
~R~IOWOOSQ t3i%, NJrr 19791 niU*$I)S pp: 
Fr&te& Nettltien, 0, Mtrfkerolafieal M&da I hWtxh%ien; Pr:ineipleer md Mw&k~i M@tkgmatia4 
Medelcr ; I%wpo~ee~ of’ M~Qeb, I 8 Ad&matieal Raasar~irzg : ~IR~FN~w~~oR; PFQXHMORB: PF&~CMH 
and 6u(rRtihm3: @~a~tifl@~@ t#Rd b3&?al @wF~H~w k&ad I[R~F@R@& Mothode ef &@o#: f%$Fi#m 
~OfFWtR@!W: #hitNRs 0% &Mi#jRRWRt, 1: L%fK tRtBXhWti@R: The I%~itiv@i ef $ot $hoeuy; S’hct 
Paradcnefi of Set Th@ar-yr a@htiaRfi kMw@eR Swi @mtisRa @R Sot6): !RduetiaR, !Rdwtk@ 
bfinition of St% &mrsive ~~@x!RF@~~ IRdwtiv@ &N$#‘~G The Natural Number@; So? Opmtic~ns 
OR g*v 3, ~iRWb' &%-NioRrP ; Introdu@?ioni F)iRaFY hhtionfd and Bijqaphs: Tr@an, Search -$kws, 
TF~ Traversal Algorithms i Spseial Propmiss sf Relations; Camposition 0P RsMions: C k~s~~e 
Op@ratioR8 on &htioR& order &ktioRs, &me Additional Conwpts for PoW6; &p~it~lenw 
RsMions nnd Partitions, Sums and Products of Psrtitions, 4. Fknctians: Introduction; Basic 
Properties of Functions, Inductively Defined Functions, Partial Functions; Special Classes of 
Functions, Tnverse Functions, One-Sided Inverse Functions. 5. Counting and Algorithm Analysis : 
Introduction; Basic Counting Techniques, Permutations and Combinations, Decision Trees; Asymp- 
totic Behavior of Fgargregregreunctions, Some Important Classes of Asymptotic Behavior; Recurrence Systems, 
Divide and Conquer Algorithms; Analysis of Algorithms, Searching Algorithms, Sorting 
Algorithms. 6. Infinite Sets: Introduction; Finite and Infinite Sets; Countable and Uncountable Sets; 
Comparison of Cardinal Numbers; Cardinal Arithmetic. 7. Algebras: Introduction; The Structure 
of Algebras; Some Varieties of Algebras, Semigroups, Monoids, Groups, Boolean Algebras; 
Homomorphisms; Congruence Relations; New Algebraic Systems from Old, Quotient Algebras, 
Product Algebras. Appendix: The Programming Language. Answers to Selected Exercises. Bibiio- 
graphy. Index. 
